Keeping a Watchful Eye on Iraq: Sandians Assist in United Nations Monitoring

Back in the days before UN troops began marching across the borders between Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Kuwait to meet the forces of Saddam Hussein, a Sandia scientist was already thinking about how to keep the peace after a ceasefire.

Most people weren't particularly concerned about it then, because Desert Storm hadn't yet begun. United Nations troops hadn't done any fighting in Iraq or Kuwait, and it wasn't certain that armed conflict would occur.

But John Taylor (9341), whose area of expertise is treaty verification, nonetheless wrote a proposal suggesting steps that might be taken to monitor an eventual ceasefire. He submitted his plan to DOE's Office of Arms Control, where it was put on file.

His proposal illustrates Sandia's ongoing involvement with treaty verification matters through DOE's Office of Arms Control. After Desert Storm, DOE asked the national laboratories to nominate people to help monitor the ceasefire with Iraq. Since then, four Sandians have helped monitor the ceasefire agreement in Iraq: John worked on behalf of DOE at the State Department; Paul Stokes (9240) served as an advisor to the UN Special Commission in New York; and Paul Cooper (9333) and Charlie Burks (5110) served on UN Special Commission teams in Iraq; in fact, Charlie was there during the infamous parking lot standoff in September.

Their work, along with that of representatives of other countries and other national laboratories, has made it clear that Iraq under Saddam Hussein has not been straightforward with the rest of the world. It has also heightened the world's awareness that clandestine nuclear programs in Third World countries like Iraq are a clear and present danger to international security.

"What it suggests — and a lot of people have come to this conclusion — is that the next big challenge in arms control is probably not going to be the Soviet Union, but non-proliferation," says John.

The Case of Iraq

The immediate task of the UN Special Commission, known as UNSCOM for short, is to ensure the destruction of all of Iraq's weapons of mass destruction, which fall into four classes — nuclear, chemical, biological, and ballistic missiles.

From the start, it was evident that the Iraqis had misrepresented their nuclear weapons capabilities, says John, who was involved in writing position papers in Washington, D.C. from April to August on how to deal with Iraq. First, they claimed that an enormous electromagnetic isotope separation program for enriching uranium, which had gone totally undeclared, was used to make fuel for nuclear power reactors that they didn't have. After that, a UN team found evidence of a centrifuge enrichment program, another method for enriching uranium. Finally, a UN team found documentation of an actual weapon program.

Besides misrepresenting their nuclear capabilities, the Iraqis also underdeclared their chemical arsenal by more than 100,000 munitions; lied when they said they did not have any biological weapon programs, a claim they later retracted when UN teams found evidence of research using such pathologies as anthrax and rabbit fever; and underdeclared their missile holdings by several hundred. The missiles are essential, notes John, because they provide the delivery system for launching all the other weapons.

"What we're seeing is that they have a very sophisticated, very well-funded, certainly not a backyard sort of program," notes John. "We had thought they might have something crude, but the engineering we're finding is very sophisticated, very well-supported, and the Iraqis who are involved are very proud of what they're doing."

In fact, he adds, one of the advisors from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory said he would have been proud to have a lot of the test equipment that he was finding in Baghdad.

"While Iraq is a Third World country that has a lot of very poor, illiterate people, it also has a scientific elite that has had a tremendous amount of government support and has been educated in other countries like the United States and Great Britain. They've got scientists that are first-rate, and they've got technicians and engineers and an infrastructure that's first-rate."

The Parking Lot Standoff

Nor have the Iraqis shown much willingness to cooperate with UN inspection teams. On one occasion...

(Continued on Page Seven)
The "Survey Special" - That might be a good name for this issue because we've got two survey-results stories in this issue, and I think you'll find both of them interesting. The big one - about the "Sandians' Perspective" opinion survey - begins on page one, and results of our 1991 LAB NEWS reader-satisfaction survey are reported on page 10. The "Perspective" survey is a candid look at the Lab's strengths and weaknesses - by employees. All employees were encouraged to complete the survey this summer, and nearly 54 percent of us did. The LAB NEWS reader-satisfaction survey was also done this summer and was mailed to a random sample of employees (5 percent) at all locations and to 70 retirees. About 70 percent of these employees completed it, along with 59 percent of the retirees.

... Great Day - Family Day Coordinator Joe Laval (3163) put in his order several months ago for a beautiful fall Albuquerque day on Saturday, Oct. 9, and got exactly that. More than 15,600 folks turned out for the festivities (see photos on pages one, eight, and nine).

Speaking of Family Day, my boss, Jim Mitchell (3160), was the official Family Day chairman. However, he says that Joe and the others on the planning committee deserve most of the credit for the successful event. In fact, Jim said that his getting top billing as chairman was perhaps the greatest injustice since pork got top billing in pork & beans. Retired LAB NEWS Editor John Shuny says he sold $1,350 worth of Sandia caps, T-shirts, and mugs at his Family Day booth, raising several hundred bucks for charity. You can buy these items each workday at the LAB NEWS office (Bldg. 814) for $7 each.

... Construction Grammarian - You'll probably never see that job posting in the Sandia Weekly Bulletin, but VP Gerry Yonas (9000) thinks we may need one. Gerry says he's holding his team to follow safety rules every time he passes the temporary wall in the construction area on the first floor of Bldg. 802. The words "Kick Out Panel" are painted in bright red on the plywood wall. He also isn't fond of the "Open Slow" sign on the temporary door in the same area. If you see Gerry with a brush and a bucket of red paint, you'll know why.

... Getting Even - Some newspaper editors and publishers can be pretty vindictive (I'm an exception, of course). Donna Coulter (Org. 153) sends a clipping from South Dakota Magazine about a small-town publisher who definitely qualifies, though. The publisher reportedly refused to publish obituary notices of townspeople who, while alive, failed to subscribe to his publication. He gave this explanation: "People who do not take their hometown paper are brain-dead anyway, and their passing away has no news value."

... Please Accept My Compliments, Boss - My boss used to think I wasn't interested in what he had to say if I yawned too often while meeting with him. He may understand after reading this.

I only recently came to understand it myself after Renee Dietz, executive assistant to President Narath, said she heard a speaker explain it this way: When you yawn during a meeting, it means you're so interested in what someone is saying that you are making an extra effort to stay awake - a real compliment to the speaker. *LP

In Albuquerque and Livermore

Narath to Hold Series of Town Meetings

Labs President Al Narath will hold Town Meetings in Albuquerque on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 7 and 8, and in Livermore on Monday, Nov. 11. During each meeting, he will talk about results of the "Sandians' Perspective" Survey (see story on page one), the Fall Leadership Conference, restructuring, and some recent success stories. The remainder of each meeting will be reserved for questions and answers. Each session will last approximately one hour.

The Albuquerque meetings will be held in the Technology Transfer Center (Bldg. 825) on Thursday at 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3 p.m. and on Friday at 8:30 a.m., 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m., and 3 p.m. The Monday Livermore meetings will be held in the Combination Research Facility Auditorium at 8 a.m., 10 a.m., and 12:30 p.m.

To ensure seating at the Albuquerque meetings, randomly selected employees will receive invitations in the mail. (If you receive an invitation, but cannot attend, please give it to another employee who can.) Attendance at Livermore will be assigned alphabetically according to the first letter of employees' last names; related information will be distributed to Livermore employees soon.

Albuquerque and Livermore sessions will be videotaped and made available for checkout from the Technical Libraries in both locations.

Help Us Recognize Sandians

The LAB NEWS wants to recognize Sandia employees and retirees who receive honors and awards - work-related and community-related - and who have other outstanding achievements.

Has your friend, colleague, boss, or employee been honored for good works in a community or professional group? Named a fellow or elected to an office in a professional society? Received a best-paper award at a meeting? Had a book published?

If so, keep the LAB NEWS in mind so we can give these folks a nod. Give us a call at 844-7841, or send a note with a few details to Division 3162. In Livermore, contact Barry Schrader (8522) on 294-2447.
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Special Event: Paper Airplane Contest

Employees Kick Off Annual Fund Drive

The 1991 LEAP (Livermore Employees Assistance Program) Faire kicked off the annual employee pledge campaign Oct. 16 with a paper airplane competition and displays by 33 community agencies that attracted hundreds of visitors. For two days following the event, employees met with their directorates and filled out pledge cards for this year's fund drive, which has set a goal of $163,000.

The winner of the individual paper airplane flight contest was Dave Neustel (5356), for his homemade entry named "Lightning."

In the directorate competition, first place went to Weapon Development Directorate 5300, led by team captain Phil Zablocki (5376), for an entry titled "Mid-Air Collaboration." Second place went to Component and Applied Research Directorate 8400, headed by Ed English (8445), for "Mulch to be Desired." Third place was won by Administration Directorate 8500, captained by Jack Bishop (8535), for "Aero Space Cadets."

The best-named airplane was "Zero Debris Celsius," belonging to Directorate 5300. The team with the best costumes was also from 5300, wearing newspaper hats and vests. Best single flight was by pilot Carol Flores (8535), who flew "Don't Crash It — Trash It."

The LEAP marathon was won again by Carol Caldwell (8543) for the women, and Jim Reitz (8451) in the men's category.

The best-designed planes included the "Spirit of Recycling" and the F-16 Cardbird. Though they looked great, they failed to make the top three in actual flight competition.

A SURPRISE ENTRY was the "Stealth" plane piloted by Mike Pendley (8211). The plane was "invisible" to the crowd but could be seen by the crew wearing special "Stealth-seeking" glasses. LEAP Faire emcee Stewart Waves-Smith (left, 8535) described the plane's flight path as it soared in loops to its final resting place on the lawn.

A POPULAR LEAP Faire visitor was this dog, who got acquainted with Jackie Garrett (8543) during the LEAP event. The dog was part of the Canine Companions group from Santa Rosa, which is being funded for the first time this year by LEAP.

Congratulations

To Teresa (8446) and Arlyn (8341) Antolak, a girl, Danielle Marie, born Sept. 11.
To Margie and Mike (8454) Stewart, a daughter, Samantha Ashley, Oct. 2.
Sandians' Perspective

more of the respondents rate the Labs favorably: benefits, working relationships, company image, job satisfaction, and work organization. (The chart at right shows all 18 categories covered by the survey.)

- Benefits — One of the most positive items in this category is "Sandia's benefit program fits my needs," to which 77 percent of respondents reply favorably. Sandians also feel they understand their benefits program and believe it is comparable to other companies'. Asked about the weekend holiday shutdown at the end of the calendar year, which Sandia observes instead of several standard holidays throughout the year, 86 percent say they favor the present practice.

- Working relationships — Although this is the second-highest-rated category at Sandia, with a 66 percent favorable response overall, the picture is not as simple as that single number suggests. Sandians seem to feel most favorable about their own work group — 86 percent agree that "the people I work with usually get along well together." The same percentage say "the relations between people of different races and ethnic backgrounds are usually good." However, Sandians rate inter-departmental cooperation much less favorably. Also, though 70 percent believe that teamwork is encouraged at Sandia, only 36 percent feel that it is given actual recognition.

- Company image — In this category, which gauges Sandians' pride in the Labs and their sense of identification with it, most of the items were answered favorably by 70 percent or more. To the statement "I would recommend Sandia as a good place to work," 79 percent reply favorably and only 10 percent unfavorably. Sandians also believe that the local community and their fellow workers regard the Labs highly.

- Job satisfaction — More than three-quarters (76 percent) agree that "the job I perform is considered important in this company." Sandians also generally feel that their jobs offer opportunities to use their skills and abilities. Asked to rate what most satisfies them about their job, the respondents give the five highest scores to the people they work with, the type of work they do, benefits, job security, and being treated with respect and fairness. At the bottom of the list of satisfiers are pay, advancement opportunities, and recognition for performance.

- Work organization — This is a mixed category, containing many positive findings along with several negative ones. Sandians say they have a good idea of their job responsibility (86 percent favorable), and they don't report feeling an unusual amount of job pressure. They also believe that unsafe working conditions are corrected when brought to management's attention. Only a minority, however, believe that "the work in my department is well organized" (46 percent favorable) and that "there is usually sufficient staff in my department to handle the

Favorable Responses to questionnaire items in 18 categories. The percentage of favorable responses in each category is the average of favorable responses to all items in the category. The questionnaire contained 92 numbered questions totaling 160 individual items.

A Bit More Perspective on 'Perspective'

How Does Sandia Stack Up to Other Companies?

The responses to the Sandians’ Perspective survey don’t reveal whether Sandians’ attitudes are unusual. But some answers can be found in a data base maintained by International Survey Research Corp., the company Sandia chose to develop the questionnaire and tabulate the results. ISR compared Sandia to other research and development organizations and other companies in transition (downsizing, reorganization, etc.). The ISR “norms” are the average number of favorable responses given in each survey category by 18,563 people in R&D organizations and 73,381 in companies undergoing transition.

One category that appears in a more favorable light when compared with the norms is training and career development. In the Sandia survey, 45 percent of responses are favorable. That appears low, but it's actually a higher percentage of favorable responses than either norm. So Sandians generally feel more positive about training and career development than employees of comparable organizations, by a margin of 2 percent compared with R&D companies and 4 percent compared with other companies in transition.

By contrast, comparison with the norms emphasizes Sandians’ lack of confidence in the performance appraisal system. Only 35 percent of Sandians’ responses in this category are favorable. The R&D norm is 12 percentage points higher, and the transition norm is 10 percent points higher.

In the Sandia-only results, personnel policies and procedures receive favorable responses from 53 percent of Sandians, putting this category near the middle. But that percentage is 8 points lower than the R&D norm and 5 points lower than the transition norm, which indicates that Sandians are more pessimistic about this category than employees of companies that make up the norms.

When a similar comparison is made for management, Sandians’ responses move up several positions. Sandians’ favorable-response rate of 34 percent is 6 percentage points less than the R&D norm and 7 lower than the transition norm. That means Sandians, compared to the norm, responded more favorably about management than they did about job security and performance appraisal, and about the same as for personnel policies and procedures.

Another category that changes position significantly is working relationships, which receives the second-highest percentage of favorable responses at Sandia. The 66-percent-favorable response is 5 points less than the R&D norm and 4 below the transition norm. Thus Sandians, though positive about working relationships, are less positive than employees of other companies.
Survey Answers Show Sandians Are Thoughtful, Dedicated, Outspoken — and Worried

"I see a thread running through the Sandia response," says John Stanek, President and CEO of International Survey Research Corp. "A lot of people have questions like ‘Where is the organization now? Where does it want to go? How does it get there? What do I need to do to make it happen?’"

On the basis of his experience with surveys in other companies, Stanek believes that many of the unfavorable responses in the survey are a reflection of the uncertainties facing Sandia. Commenting on the average rating in the management category (34 percent favorable), he says, "I don't think we're seeing management-bashing here. I think there's a recognition that the world is changing and that the changes cause problems internally. It's significant that nearly a quarter of the people responding said they didn't know whether Sandia is well-managed or not."

As one indication of Sandians' concern, Stanek notes that only 32 percent say they aren't worried about the future of the Labs. Among other organizations undergoing transitions comparable to Sandia's, he says, an average of 47 percent say they aren't worried.

Sandians are outspoken, says Susan Hardy, ISR's project manager for Sandians' Perspective. "Nearly 60 percent of the respondents included comments," she says. "That's unusually high. The comments were longer than normal, too, about 25 lines each. The manager of the group tabulating them told me that these were among the most well-thought-out comments he has seen in a long time."

High Standard for Management

Stanek says, "The direction of the comments as a whole is typical of organizations in transition. But the way these read, you might think we had surveyed just the managers, not the whole body of employees. The writers are strongly committed to Sandia, and they hold management to an extraordinarily high standard."

Stanek also notes that survey participants were ready to either blame or praise freely. "You might almost see an inconsistency," he says, "in the strong opinions about matters they consider both right and wrong with the organization. One thing that stands out is company image. In an R&D organization, responses are usually less favorable than the average of all companies. Here, company image is ranked high, and employees would recommend Sandia to others as a good place to work."

Again, we need to look at the context of the world Sandia finds itself in," he continues. "The combination of this positive attitude with a lot of the negative responses may mean that people are saying it's still a remarkably good place to work, but they're concerned whether it will be so good, or will even exist, in the not-so-distant future."

After Stanek presented the survey results to the Sandia Management Council, he met with the group informally. Asked how SMC took the news — both good and bad — he says, "I was astonished at how well they responded to the critical messages. I would have to place them among the very best, compared to other executives I've dealt with. They didn't try to deny the data, and their concerns about its meaning were right on target."

"The remaining question," he continues, "is what they can do to make things happen throughout the company. In my experience, the most likely place for dropping the ball in a process like this is at the point of making decisions and translating them into action." That's not just a matter of top management, he adds, noting that some things have to be resolved Sandia-wide, but the results by organization (to be presented this month) shows that other problems will have to be resolved at the directorate or department level.

About Sandians' Perspective

After several months of preparation, the Sandians' Perspective questionnaire was given to Sandians in July and August. It was a full-saturation survey, offered to every employee. Respondents were given a choice of completing the questionnaire at a central location or obtaining a copy and mailing it direct to International Survey Research Corp. of Chicago.

The response rate, 53.8 percent of all questionnaires distributed, is within the normal range for mailed questionnaires.

The questionnaire contained 160 individual items in 92 numbered questions, falling into 18 subject categories.

Representatives of ISR, including the company's president, John Stanek, presented the Sandia-wide results to SMC and other Labs audiences the week of Oct. 21. Responses at vice presidency, directorate, and department levels will be presented this month.

A copy of survey results for individual organizations will go to each organizational level at department and above. Each of those organizations will have a meeting to view the organizational data, as well as the Sandia-wide results.

and their eligibility for future jobs.

• Quality — Only 44 percent of Sandians agree that "my directorate operates efficiently," and 18 percent say they don't know. This category received many "don't know" responses. Nearly a quarter (25 percent) say they don't know whether Sandia's recent emphasis on quality has resulted in measurable improvements, and nearly half (46 percent) do not believe it has. Items about vendor/supplier understanding and support of quality receive "don't know" responses ranging from 47 to 53 percent. On a more positive note, 58 percent of Sandians who have participated in quality action teams believe their recommendations have been implemented or will be, and 68 percent consider the experience valuable.

• Job security — A majority of Sandians (59 percent) say they worry about the future of the Labs. Only 32 percent say they aren't frequently worried about this issue. Paradoxically, there appears to be less worry about one's own department and directorate than about Sandia as a whole.

A majority of Sandians say they worry about the future of the Labs.

(Continued on Page Six)
Sandians' Perspective

- Rewards and recognition — This category includes both financial and nonfinancial rewards. Sandians generally believe their pay is adequate for the work they do. They also believe they are fairly paid compared to new hires at their level. But they express doubts about how their pay compares with others in their department, in other departments, and in other companies. They also doubt whether there is a clear link between pay and performance, and they question whether the Labs does a good job of keeping pay in line with the times. Nearly two-thirds (64 percent) do not believe that Sandia makes adequate use of nonmonetary rewards and recognition to encourage good performance.
- Performance appraisal — Apparently of great concern to Sandians, this category consistently brings low ratings. Only 47 percent agree that "I understand how my performance on the job is evaluated." To "I think my performance on the job is evaluated fairly," only 48 percent respond favorably. Sandians also express doubt about whether their most recent review was in helping them identify strengths and weaknesses, improve job performance, and plan their career. In one of the most unfavorable responses of all, 71 percent believe that performance appraisals as a source of Labs information, Sandians give highest scores to a middle-ranked area are that Sandians feel free to speak up, and they believe that their opinion is solicited. However, only 39 percent believe they can take important matters above their immediate supervisor/manager if necessary. And only 37 percent agree that "Sandia does an excellent job of keeping people informed about matters affecting them.

The Middle Rankings

For six categories, 50 to 59 percent of respondents give favorable ratings: supervision (discussed above); involvement, participation, and empowerment; organization change; personnel policies and procedures; communication; and reaction to the survey.

Some general findings in these middle-ranked areas are that Sandians feel free to speak up, and they believe that their opinion is solicited. However, only 39 percent believe they can take important matters above their immediate supervisor/manager if necessary. And only 37 percent agree that "Sandia does an excellent job of keeping people informed about matters affecting them.

As coordinators, "these recommendations are made to SMC, the Survey Cabinet met to begin formulating problem statements and determining root causes. After we finish that process, we'll present our findings to SMC, probably between mid-November and early December. The Cabinet, she explains, is a team of Sandians formed to analyze the survey data, make recommendations to SMC, and evaluate and monitor progress.

The recommendations will address Labs-wide problems, says Linda. The group expects to focus its recommendations on two or three key issues that can be thoroughly addressed within the next year.

Bringing Results to Organizations

While the Survey Cabinet's work is going on, another group of Sandians will be helping Labs organizations understand and respond to the survey results from their own areas. Mary says, "We're not just going to send out reports and let the matter drop. At each level from vice presidency to department, trained coordinators will help the people in each organization understand the survey results and respond to them.

We'll start with our own organizational effectiveness consultants, who will train two people in each directorate as coordinators and facilitators," she continues. "We're focusing on the directorate, because from there it's possible to work in two directions, toward the department and vice presidency. As facilitators, these people will help departments, directorates, and vice presidencies identify their problems, decide which are most important, find the root causes, and recommend an action plan. The root-cause step is crucial — the survey shows what Sandians think the problems are, but it doesn't show what causes them.

"As coordinators," Mary says, "these people..."
(Continued from Page One)

Watching Iraq

...they fired warning shots over the heads of UN teams that were on the verge of finding something, says John. They also unsuccessfully attempted to cover up much of the evidence, either by altering weapon sites to make them appear to be something else, or by withholding documents, as they did in the recent parking lot standoff in Baghdad.

Charlie witnessed first-hand the determination of the Iraqis to protect their information about weapons of mass destruction when he was detained in the parking lot for four days. He was one of 44 United Nations inspectors who slept outside, away of them on unfolded cardboard boxes, while the Iraqis demanded that they hand over documents and film. Charlie slept in a bus, with his head hanging out a window to get some air.

The most revealing documents seized during that visit had to do with Iraq’s efforts to develop nuclear explosives. One such document, known to the news media as the “smoking gun” document, is a program that gives all of the elements needed to build a nuclear device. Many of the most revealing documents had been packaged in metal crates when UN inspectors found them, says Charlie, obviously to be shipped elsewhere.

“We knew that time would be of the essence,” he says, “so we tried to cover as much territory as we could. We did not know for sure we’d even get in. I think arriving at six in the morning, before working hours, was one of the reasons we did gain entry. The Iraqi bureaucracy was not yet in place to react.”

Although the Iraqis did recover a large number of the documents that were initially found, UN teams were able to get sufficient evidence to incontrovertibly confirm the existence of a nuclear weapons program. Inspectors were able to communicate with the outside world via satellite, and the UN Security Council brought a lot of pressure to bear on Iraq.

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), which is responsible for the nuclear aspects of the UN inspections, has since estimated that Iraq may have been within 18 months of developing a nuclear bomb. Right now, the documents that were taken by the UN team are being translated from the Arabic at the IAEA in Vienna. Somewhere in the程序, documents that may provide information about countries or companies that have cooperated with Iraq.

“I don’t believe that prior to this inspection there had been any hard evidence discovered that really described a nuclear weapons program. All the evidence before that was circumstantial,” says Charlie.

Though Charlie says he never feared for his physical well-being, the situation in the Iraqi parking lot did grow tense at times. The detainees got showers beneath a garden hose that the Iraqis had extended into a toilet area. They placed the documents they had taken on a vehicle that they parked in the center of the lot so they could point the headlights of all the other vehicles at it at night to keep it under constant surveillance.

The Future of Non-Proliferation

Of course, the situation with Iraq illustrates the difficulties involved in preventing nuclear proliferation. For now, the United Nations has the authority, under UN Resolution No. 687, the ceasefire agreement, to either remove or destroy anything it finds that has to do with weapons of mass destruction. But the long-term problem is more daunting.

“I think Iraq is hoping that the UN will lose interest or run out of money,” says Charlie, “that this will all blow over after a while. And the Iraqis will lie low until that day comes. No matter what we do as far as destroying equipment and documents, it’s still in the hands of all the people who worked on the project. So it’s a little scary.”

What Iraq has demonstrated to the rest of the world, notes John, is that a country with sufficient resources and determination can maintain a clandestine nuclear weapons program. Iraq has both. It bankrolled its operations with oil revenues and mined radioactive materials from uranium-rich phosphate ores in Western Iraq. What it hasn’t done is in the way of access to components like switches, it has tried to develop on its own.

“I think all of us who have been dealing in this situation feel that there’s a time element here,” says John, “that there’s going to be enough going on in the world that enthusiasm for wandering around Iraq and looking under rocks for Scuds or digging into nuclear programs eventually is going to wane. The question is, what do you do to monitor Iraq in the long term?”

Some of the options include tracking down and imposing sanctions against national or corporate entities that have overtly participated, notes John, along with formal and informal export controls and technology transfer measures that are designed to keep information from getting into other nations’ hands.

Though Iraq has been suspected for years of having a nuclear weapon program, other countries are also suspected of having nuclear weapon programs, says John, including North Korea, Taiwan, Pakistan, South Africa, Brazil, Argentina, and Iran. India is known to have detonated an atomic bomb in the 1970s, and many experts believe that Israel has nuclear weapon capability.

“The full extent of the program in Iraq is sobering,” notes John. “Intellectually, we’ve known for a long time that these kinds of things have been going on and that countries have clandestine nuclear programs. But it’s quite another thing to actually have the evidence. It’s alarming. When you see a project that looks like it could have been done by Lawrence Livermore, but instead it’s been translated from the Arabic, that’s pretty sobering.”

Charlie notes that Iraq does not behave like a defeated nation, and that in some ways, it wasn’t totally defeated. People still go to work each morning, and except for smart-bomb damage to key facilities like bridges, Baghdad did not suffer a lot of damage.

“As long as there are inspection teams visiting Iraq, I don’t think they’ll be able to run an active nuclear weapon development program,” he adds. “But my concern would be that, if and when the time comes that inspections are no longer conducted, then I think their intentions are pretty clear — they’d try to revive this activity.”

(Continued from Preceding Page)

Sandians’ Perspective

will serve as liaison with management and the Sandia quality organization. They’ll also help form quality action teams. We expect this process to go on from about the beginning of December until next May.

In the summer of 1992, a follow-up survey may be conducted. If so, it will probably be administered to a randomly selected portion of Sandians — full-saturation surveys requesting responses from every employee are unusual. The 1991 Sandians’ Perspective will serve as a benchmark; any future survey will begin to show how much progress has been made both in keeping the strengths revealed by Sandians’ Perspective and addressing the challenges.

 CS

BACK INJURIES were the predominant type of injury at Sandia last quarter, so Security and Facility Support Services Org. 3400 initiated a back care training program for all of its employees. Larry Suzuki (contractor) uses a model of a human spine to teach Transportation Services Div. 3423 (Motorpool) workers about proper lifting techniques and muscle strengthening exercises for the back. From left are Bobbie Welch, Fred Raether, Pat Abeita, and Charles Tenbroeck.

CS
Family Day '91 Draws More Than 15,600

After the last of the balloons was carried away and security guards closed the gates for the evening, Sandia took a head count of the folks who had visited the Labs on Family Day '91. The results compared very favorably with those of previous years. This year's Family Day drew a total of 15,628 visitors, says Family Day Coordinator Joe Laval (3163). That tally includes 3,836 employees and 65 retirees, who were accompanied by 10,759 family members and 968 non-family guests.

LAB NEWS photographers Randy Montoya and Mark Poulsen took a look around at the visitors and displays, and this page features some of the goings-on.

VISITORS VIEW the glow from the radioactive core of the Annular Core Research Reactor in Area V.

PBFA II (Particle Beam Fusion Accelerator) drew lots of Family Day spectators, who also got to watch divers inspect the facility after a test shot the night before. They were diving in the deionized water that insulates the components of the pulse-forming section of PBFA.

DON OATLEY (2476) works in the Glass Lab as visitors look on.

THE SLED TRACK, always a popular event, drew thousands of onlookers who squinted in the sun to get a better look at the rockets firing down the track.

LT. RAY PAGE (3435) begins his descent down the west side of Bldg. 821 during a Family Day rappelling demonstration.

THE END — This weary youngster gets a lift from Dad on the way through Gate 2 at the end of a long day.
Readers Respond

LAB NEWS Readership Survey Results

by Larry Perrine, Editor

Every few years, the LAB NEWS asks a sample of Sandians to complete a readership survey to indicate what they read and don’t read, like and don’t like, and how they think the paper could be improved. We did that in August, mailing surveys to 5 percent of employees (430 persons selected randomly) at all sites and to 70 retirees.

About 70 percent of employees (304 persons) completed and returned the survey, as did 59 percent of retirees (41 persons).

This year, the survey was expanded to ask employees about other communications media at the Labs, including the Weekly Bulletin. Because of this, retirees received a special version of the survey pertaining strictly to the LAB NEWS (retirees get the LAB NEWS, but not the Weekly Bulletin or most other communications).

Additional Comments Welcome

The results presented here — in the form of tabulated material, comparison with previous surveys, reader comments, and my replies to some comments — are altogether somewhat long. However, the LAB NEWS and Weekly Bulletin are the primary Labs-wide communications media, and I hope many of you will take the time to consider what other readers think about our coverage. These are your publications, and we welcome any additional comments and suggestions.

In the tabular material that follows, retiree responses are included for questions that pertain to them; otherwise, the responses are for on-roll employees only. In some cases, people did not reply to a particular question; these “no responses” are not included. The figures are in rounded percentages.

In general, how do you rate the LAB NEWS? %

Excellent 14
Very good 55
Good 25
Fair 5
Poor 1

How much of each issue do you usually read?

Most of it 43
About half of it 46
Very little 11

Do you usually take it home with you?

Yes 60
No 40

Do you usually take it home with you?

Yes 60
No 40

Do any family members usually read any part of it?

Yes 54
No 46

Do you find the LAB NEWS historical context interesting/value?

Yes 89
No 11

Do you think you get timely info in the LAB NEWS and Weekly Bulletin?

LAB NEWS: Yes 81
LAB NEWS: No 19
Weekly Bulletin: Yes 93
Weekly Bulletin: No 7

Would you like to see the LAB NEWS and Weekly Bulletin combined and published weekly, or kept separate?

Yes (combine) 27
Keep Separate 64
No Opinion 9

Considering all communications media and methods being used today to convey information to employees, do you consider either the LAB NEWS or

the Weekly Bulletin to be your primary source of information about Labs-wide activities?

Yes 91
No 9

If answer to above question was yes: Which do you find most useful?

LAB NEWS 43
Weekly Bulletin 57

The LAB NEWS tries to have at least one Sandia technical/scientific feature article in every issue. Do you think these articles are either too long or too complicated?

Too long: Yes 40
No 60
Too complicated: Yes 24
No 76

Has the LAB NEWS coverage of initiatives and new areas of emphasis (E&SH, Strategic Planning, Change Management, Technology Transfer, Project Management, etc.) been helpful to you?

Yes 79
No 21

Has the LAB NEWS emphasized these issues enough?

Yes 91
No 9

Too much coverage to these issues?

Yes 33
No 67

Do you usually read the following? (Figures here are the percentages of employees and retirees who usually read these features.)

Feedback Items 84 66
Milepost Photos 74 93
Supervisory Appts. 74 73
"Unclassified Ads"* 73 56
Employee Benefits 72 83
Management News 71 51
Technical Features 71 76
Photo Features 70 80
This & That Column 68 66
Favorite Old Photos 67 80
Medical Corner 66 76
Sandia News Briefs 64 88
Employee Activities 58 93
Employee Awards/Honors 55 59
E&SH Articles 53 37
Unusual Vacations 50 93
Events Calendar* 42 46
Fun & Games Items 42 29
Take Note 41 66
Livermore News* 33 42
Coronado Club Activ.* 29 41
ECP Campaign* 24 22
Savings Bonds Campaign 21 20
Community Focus Items 19 20

Employee Retiree

Comparisons with previous surveys are difficult for three reasons: (1) We reordered many of our questions this year and revised the rating system, (2) the 1991 survey included questions about the Weekly Bulletin but earlier surveys didn’t, and (3) the 1991 survey included retirees and employees from all sites (previous surveys included only Albuquerque employees only).

Keeping these differences in mind, here are a few comparisons:

(1) Overall LAB NEWS rating — In both 1985 and 1988, 8 percent of respondents gave the LAB NEWS the rating called “great” in those years. This year, 14 percent of respondents gave us the top rating of “excellent.”

(2) How much of the LAB NEWS do you read? — In ’85, 41 percent said most of it; in ’88, 41 percent said most; this year, 43 percent said most.

(3) Do you take the LAB NEWS home to share with family members? — In ’85, 65 percent said yes; in ’88, 56 percent said yes; this year, 60 percent said they take it home and 54 percent said family members read some part of it.

(4) Top-rated items — In both ’85 and ’88, the top-rated items in the LAB NEWS were the technical feature articles, followed by management news. Among on-roll employees, Feedback features are top-rated this year, followed by Milepost photos and supervisory appointments; technical features and management news are still well read, but not as well as in previous years.

Top-rated items (all at 93 percent readership) among retirees are unusual vacation features (I wonder why!), Milepost photos, and employee activities.

Reader Comments and Suggestions

The 1991 survey included several areas where readers could provide comments — how the paper could be improved, possible new features, areas that need more emphasis, etc. We received several hundred comments — far too many to include, but here are some typical comments and my replies:

Expand coverage of Feedback items and encourage management to give better responses. (The Feedback system — Sandia management’s responses to employee questions/comments — is coordinated by Employee Communications Div. 3162, which also publishes the LAB NEWS.)

As indicated earlier in this story, among on-roll employees Feedback items are the best-read items in the LAB NEWS. We have long realized that, and we print most Feedback questions and answers that need more emphasis, etc. We received several hundred comments — far too many to include, but here are some typical comments and my replies:

Let Sandia, Livermore information go past one page. I feel like a “second-class” citizen out here.

We do not confine Livermore news to a single...
page, but usually run it on page three because many Livermore Sandians seem to prefer "their news" where they can find it easily (see footnote to earlier item about features that Sandians usually read). In the Oct. 18 issue, we filled page three with Livermore news and continued it onto another page. And in the Oct. 4 issue, we filled page three with Livermore news and also ran a page-one story (that continued onto another page) about a Sandia, Livermore weapon quality program.

The ratio of Albuquerque Sandians to Livermore Sandians is about 7 to 1, and our coverage probably reflects that to a large extent. However, I sincerely hope Livermore employees don't get second-class treatment in the LAB NEWS just because they don't get as much coverage. Contact Livermore reporter Barry Schrader or give me a call in Albuquerque at 844-1053 if you have ideas for additional Livermore stories.

More coverage on testing.

Good suggestion. We'll try.

More news about administrative and support employees. Don't just focus on technical staff members and managers.

I realize your concern here, and I share it. Sometimes, we probably don't give enough coverage to Sandians "in the trenches" who contribute to the success of particular projects and to the Labs in general. We're going to get better at this.

More sports news.

I'm a sports fan myself, but the LAB NEWS just can't devote much space to sports news. We don't have the staff time or space, and company sports and recreation news is well-covered in the SERP (Sandia Employees Recreation Program) newsletter.

More reader comments.

Good suggestion. We're going to do more of this in future issues by calling readers to get your reactions to current issues, then print your responses (with your permission). And we're going to call Sandians at all levels of the company. Also, feel free to call us any time with story ideas and comments.

Two separate comments from different folks:

(1) Please include more technical and scientific development stories, and (2) You print too much technical information.

Uh, OK.

Do more human-interest stories about Sandians — what they do outside of work.

Just about every writer I know likes to write human-interest stories, and the LAB NEWS staff is no exception. As space and time allow, we'll try to do more, but please keep in mind that there is a lot of "hard news" that we have to cover today with the many initiatives and changes going on at the Labs. Maybe things will settle down one of these days, and we'll have a little more "option time and space." Hope springs eternal!

Add a section on Sandian's favorite restaurants, vehicle repair shops, and galleries.

Sorry, but no can do! The LAB NEWS (published with DOE money) cannot even appear to endorse commercial establishments.

Less censorship!

Although several people review the LAB NEWS copy before we publish it, I honestly don't think this is "censorship." We pretty much write like we think we should write within the confines of good taste and hopefully good sense. Our news sources review stories for accuracy along with classification, legal, and patent specialists, but this is standard for any Labs publication, and I don't view this as censorship.

Why can't you include "for rent" ads in the ad section? I rent and would like to support Sandia lessees.

The LAB NEWS does not accept commercial ads, including ads from Sandians who run businesses "on the side." We generally consider rental houses to be business ventures. We do make an exception for Sandians who accept temporary out-of-town assignments and wish to rent their primary residence during this time.

The LAB NEWS is too large and tooinky I — avoid it usually.

I'm not sure I understand this one, but subway commuters have asked me points about the Wall Street Journal and the New York Times, so I guess we're in pretty good company.

Include information for Sandia singles and club for singles.

The Coronado Club has recently begun sponsoring a "singles' mingle" on certain weekend nights. And we include info about these events in the Coronado Club activities column. If a bona fide Sandia single needs a club has announcements to put in

Q: The division where I work requires frequent foreign travel. The rules and regulations regarding reporting of foreign travel requests and trip reports are extremely confusing. Neither my division or department secretary seems to have a handle on this: rules change frequently, excessive delays are common, and requests and reports are often returned for corrections.

Before my last trip to Europe, I personally had to place a call to DOE Headquarters in Washington to find out if my trip was approved. The call was placed late Friday afternoon before the Memorial Day weekend. I was scheduled to leave the following Tuesday morning. Of course, the person I needed to contact took that Friday off. Although the six or seven people I spoke with were very responsive and understanding, it took most of the afternoon to find out the trip had been approved.

After my trip, I wrote the trip report well in advance of the 30-day deadline. I then went through five or six revisions of the report to get the correct distribution, but with all the correcting and editing, my report still had not been submitted by the time the 30-day period had elapsed. Overall, I probably spent more time trying to navigate the maze of delays and regulations than I spent on the actual trip. That does not include the time spent by three different secretaries.

I take my job responsibilities seriously, yet the tangle of rules and regulations seems to have impeded my corporate efforts to follow them, be responsible to my customers, and get my job done. Can something be done to make foreign travel arrangements and trip reports more straightforward?

A: We are sorry you experienced problems in obtaining DOE approval on foreign travel. Security Access Control and Administrative Services Div. 3437 issued a document on Aug. 15 updating foreign travel procedures. The document is titled, "Policy Change in Processing Foreign Travel Request Packages." Although there have been some additional changes since the document was issued, it provides line-by-line guidance.

Division 3437 staff will help the traveler complete the package, promptly enter it into the DOE system, and immediately notify the traveler of approval or disapproval by DOE Headquarters. Jim Martin (3400)

Q: During the course of my current project, I was required to ship 30 capacitors to Sentrol Inc., a company that is manufacturing some electronic sensors for us but could not obtain the parts in time to meet our schedule. I filled out a shipper form, made two copies of mailing labels, traveled to 887 to get the bayer's signature, and then went to shipping, where the clerk refused to ship because I had signed block No. 36 "Authorizing Signature," and I am not a division supervisor.

The total cost of these parts was $15; my time spent on the process was 1 hour and 15 minutes. In light of the cost, simplicity, empowerment, and the fact that the components were coming back to Sandia anyway, I did not hesitate to sign. After hearing of this, my associates suggested that I should have taken the envelope with the parts to the mail room. They have done that before, even though they know it's not exactly proper, but it works and gets the job done. Can the authorization level be linked to the value of the shipment?

A: Your question is reasonable, and I trust you will find the response equally reasonable and encouraging.

Under AT&T's system of internal controls for an organizational management structure, shipment or movement of items that leave the company must be authorized by a supervisor. Given our contractual obligation to follow AT&T policy, our fiduciary obligations to the government, and our present organizational management structure, it is Sandia policy to require the authorization of a division supervisor.

However, authorization levels for all transactions are likely to change as Sandia implements a formal project management structure, expected to begin in FY93. AT&T's policy is to empower the project management hierarchy with the authority and accountability otherwise held by organizational managers. That same policy will be reflected in Sandia's project management hierarchy.

Meanwhile, you should continue to rely on the transaction approval levels specified in the SLIs (such as SLI 6950, "Shipment and Handcary of Property and Material"). All SLIs are accessible electronically and have a key word search capability. If you would like more information on electronic access, please contact Organization 113.

Paul Stanford (100)
Technology Transfer Program Helps Smaller Businesses

What do synthetic tombstones, green chile shipping containers, bath salts, and jewelry-making equipment have in common? Not much. But a program launched Oct. 1 by Technology Transfer and Industrial Relations Org. 4200 is bringing them all together, allowing the Labs to help make these products better, safer, cheaper, and more environmentally sound.

The program, called the Technology-based Regional Economic Development program (TRED), helps transfer some of Sandia’s unique expertise, services, equipment, and intellectual property to small- and medium-sized businesses in and around New Mexico, although interested companies anywhere in the US are encouraged to participate, says Mark Allen (4212), TRED project leader.

TRED Works in Two Ways

The TRED program works in two ways. In the “widget transfer” mode, Labs intellectual property (patented or copyrighted technologies) with potential commercial value is publicized to private firms. If a company is interested in a particular technology, the rights to the widget can be transferred to the company directly or through a “partnership intermediary” — an agency that agrees to provide the business support necessary to make the transfer occur.

In the “technical assistance” mode, companies may approach Sandia with requests for technical assistance, services, or equipment loans. A Labs case worker is assigned to fulfill each request, often with the help of employees in Sandia line organizations. Requests may come directly from a company or through a business assistance organization — a federally or state-funded agency that provides business advice to private firms.

“Employees who know about a small company that could benefit from Sandia’s technical assistance are encouraged to work directly with that company in solving technical problems under the TRED program,” says Mark (See box, “Transferring Labs Technologies to Small Businesses.”)

Already Solving Problems

TRED is already helping several small New Mexico companies do better business. Labs chemists, for example, are helping a Roswell entrepreneur solve the difficult problem of manufacturing synthetic tombstones that don’t fade in the sun, and other Labs researchers are helping a Las Cruces plastics company reduce toxic pentane emissions at its styrofoam container plant.

Other TRED projects include helping a Roswell woman make better containers for shipping frozen green chile across the country and helping an Albuquerque maker of jewelry-manufacturing equipment reduce chemical waste and increase worker safety using a new electroplating process.

Besides helping small business, another important goal of the program is building relationships with other laboratories and with business experts in the region. Kevin Murphy (4212) is co-chairing a steering committee in the Albuquerque Mayor’s Office that brings together local businesses, economic development professionals, and representatives from the state senators’ offices to forge new alliances and to develop a regional business strategy.

“The Labs has been transferring technologies to industry for 30 years,” says Mark. “This program broadens our tech transfer efforts and demonstrates Sandia’s commitment to helping businesses. We must all work together to promote economic development.”

Transferring Labs Technologies to Small Businesses

Employees who know about a small- or medium-sized business that could benefit from Sandia technical assistance are encouraged to contact TRED project leader Mark Allen (4212) on 5-8191 or one of Sandia’s TRED case workers: Dave Menicucci (6217), 4-3077; Pam McKeever (7823), 4-1223; or Mike Mundt (5151), 4-4460.

CRADA May Eliminate CFC Use in Weapon Circuit Board Manufacturing

Sandia has signed a cooperative research and development agreement (CRADA) with Motorola’s Government Electronics Group (GEG). The agreement is expected to reduce the use of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and other ozone-depleting solvents in certain circuit board manufacturing operations by as much as 22 million pounds per year.

Printed circuit boards are manufactured using a resin flux solution that allows solder to adhere to a board’s surface. For boards used in weapon components, military specifications require that certain solvents be used to clean flux residue from the board’s surface after the solder is applied. A new no-clean wave solder process, however, will allow manufacturers to replace the flux with an adipec acid that leaves no residue, eliminating the use of the ozone-depleting solvents.

As part of the agreement, Labs researchers — including Bob Cranwell, Ron Iman (both 6613), and Maria Armendariz (6474) — will run reliability tests on no-clean circuit boards manufactured by Motorola and collect the data necessary to show the military that the new circuit boards are at least as reliable as boards manufactured conventionally. If convinced, the military is expected to change the specifications to allow for no-clean wave soldering.

CRADA Signed With Foam Filter Manufacturer

Sandia has signed a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with Permacharge Corporation, an Albuquerque-based company that manufactures air and liquid filtration devices made from electrically charged foams. The agreement marks the third CRADA signed by Sandia with a private company.

The foams manufactured by Permacharge, called electret foams, have a permanent electrical charge that helps pull small particles out of the air, similar to the way articles of polyester clothing attract dust and hair.

Last year, the Labs granted an exclusive license to Permacharge to use a microcellular foam process developed and patented by Sandia for producing similar filter media. Under the new agreement, Permacharge will develop new commercial uses for the Sandia-developed foams. Potential uses include air filters for hospitals, semiconductor clean rooms, and computer disk drives; liquid pre-filters that extend the lifetime of membrane filters; and battery separators for improved automobile batteries.

Send potential Sandia News Brief items to LAB NEWS, Div. 3162.
**Sandians Help DOE Design New System**

An appraisal system now evolving at Sandia National Laboratories could become the standard for evaluating all Department of Energy labs.

Suggested by Labs President Al Narath and former DOE Kirtland Area Office (KAO) Manager Al Chernoff, the system allows Sandia to participate with DOE in establishing areas and activities to be appraised and the appraisal criteria to be used.

The responsibility for the actual appraisal remains in DOE's hands, but the system provides for Sandia self-appraisal throughout the year. Chernoff transferred recently to another DOE post, but the KAO remains committed to the new process.

All DOE installations have been periodic to periodic evaluations, and an earlier version of the system is being used to evaluate the Labs' performance for last year.

**Identifies Activities Up Front**

"We feel this is a much better technique," says Jay Chamberlin of Corporate Self-Assessment Div. 4312. "We work with DOE to identify up front the activities and milestones by which we'll be appraised. In the previous process, DOE gathered information from various audits and reviews conducted throughout the year to use in evaluations."

Jay is a member of the team of Sandians and DOE representatives who designed the new appraisal system, and is Sandia coordinator of the system.

"We don't do any of the actual evaluation, although we help set some of the criteria to be used and help pick areas to be appraised," he says. "We also do interim internal appraisals throughout the year to measure our progress.

"A lot of people looked at the old system and said there's got to be a better way to do this and, at the same time, allow the Labs to be more intimately involved in how they're evaluated."

Debby Miller of the Kirtland Area Office also is involved in designing the new system. She agrees with Jay's assessment of the old process.

"There has always been a program to appraise the Labs, but it has been a reiteration of other reviews that have been done that year," she says. "We felt that was not very meaningful, though, so we came up with this plan."

Debby says it is important to stress that although it is a DOE appraisal, the areas to be appraised and the scoring process were designed jointly by Sandia and DOE.

Evaluation of all DOE labs have always been based on compliance with requirements, she says, but the team designing the new system took a different tack.

**Moving from Compliance to Excellence**

"The approach with this new system is to move from compliance to excellence," Debby says, "not just 'Did you do what you're supposed to do,' but 'Did you do the best job that could be done?'"

Although FY92, which began Oct. 1, will be the second year the new appraisal process is used to measure Sandia's performance, it will be the first year in which an expanded list of categories will be used. Eleven areas were used in the prototype year; there are 32 areas this year (see chart).

"It was developed to appraise only a few areas at first," Debby says, "always stressing ES&H as a large percentage of the total. The number of areas to be appraised has grown, however, and the process is more extensive today."

Charles Tapp, Director of Quality Improvement 4300 and Sandia's "owner" for the system, says several Sandia organizations were involved in planning the new system, although the lead was provided by the Quality Improvement Directorate.

"This system was designed to help us increase our efficiency so we can provide better service to our customers," he adds.

Even while the process is being defined, improvements are being planned, Charles says. "A Process Management Team [PMT] will be formed with DOE/KAO and Sandia to improve the process for FY93," he says. "We want to broaden the review to focus on major business objectives and to include Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award criteria."

Perhaps one of the most important by-products of the new system is cooperation, says Terri Olascoaga, Supervisor of the Corporate Self-Assessment Division. "It's making the appraisal process more of a partnership," she says. "It creates a team effort with DOE."

Paul Longmire, Manager of Corporate Quality Dept. 4310, echoes that point: "This allows Sandia to have a voice in what's to be used in our evaluation — it lets us exercise some control over our own destiny," he says. "It promotes the team approach and atmosphere: We're all in this together."

---

**FY92 DOE/SNL APPRAISAL SYSTEM**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
<th>Subject Areas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corporate Requirements</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES&amp;H Compliance</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES&amp;H Improvement</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Goals &amp; Values</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weapon Projects</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Weapon Projects</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Projects</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Areas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Totals</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Congratulations**

To Joanna and David (5113) Clements, a son, Nathan, Sept. 4.
To Melinda (3513) and Dave (5145) Marks, a daughter, Stephanie Brianne, Oct. 1.
To Elena Inge (9222) and Jerry Holland, married in Albuquerque, Oct 5.
To Renee and Nick (5153) DeReu, a son, Joshua Nicholas, Oct. 8.
To Emily and Maurus (3435) Wanya, a son, Jamie Maurus, Oct. 8.
To Yvonne (9221) and Ray Krause, a daughter, Shannon Kay, Oct. 8.
To Tricia Crotty (9568) and Dan Sprauer (2313), married in Albuquerque, Oct. 11.
To Carol Ritter (110) and Kent Christensen (5512), married in Albuquerque, Oct. 19.
To Diane Behar (2735) and Douglas Trump (2733), married in Albuquerque, Oct. 27.

**When They Retired**

Recently from Experimental Mechanics Div. II 2742, Fred Caricola (left, 32 years), James Doggett (32 years), and Harlan Richardson (39 years) had all worked in the same division for 32 years. They all retired the same day, but say they didn't deliberately plan it that way. Harlan says he believes he may hold some kind of record for Sandia — 39 years without once forgetting to bring his badge to work.
ROSS YINGST to Supervisor of Weapon Procedures and Logistic Support Div. 5512.

Ross joined Sandia in 1960 as a member of the Advanced Data Development Division, developing magnetic storage devices. In 1967, he transferred to the Product Tester Design Division and in 1973 to the W80 Development Division as a test engineer for the Tomahawk cruise missile/W80 Test Program. He worked in several W80 Development and Test divisions from 1977 to 1991. At the time of his promotion, Ross was project manager responsible for integration of the W80 with the Advanced Cruise Missile.

He has an AS in electrical engineering from Central Technical Institute (Kansas City, Mo.). Before joining the Labs, he served with the Air Force as a weather observer.

Ross enjoys hunting and fishing. He and his wife Loretta live in NE Albuquerque. They have three children and six grandchildren.

BARBARA HOFFMAN to Administrative Assistant to Vice President of ES&H and Facilities Management 7000.

Barbara joined Sandia’s Purchasing Planning Division in 1983. She wrote purchasing instructions, did purchasing audits, and developed and implemented the Purchasing Excellence training program. In 1986, she became Supervisor of the Integrated Contractor Orders/Federal Agency Orders and Property on External Loan to Contractors Section. In 1988, she was on special assignment to the purchasing director, where her work included the contract manpower study and the “make vs. buy” study. She joined the Business Planning Division in 1990 as a business planning consultant and worked with various organizations and committees for Sandia and DOE to develop strategic and business plans.

Barbara has a BS in business education from Oklahoma State University and an MBA in management from Central State University in Oklahoma. Before joining Sandia, Barbara worked as a civilian resource manager for the US Air Force Postal System in Germany. She has been a United Way account executive for three years and was a United Way Loaned Executive in 1988. She is a graduate of Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce’s Leadership Albuquerque program.

Barbara enjoys traveling and reading, and is involved in her children’s sports activities. She and her husband Patrick (9334) have two children and live in the NE Heights.

JUDITH MEAD to Manager of Risk Management and Safety Engineering Div. 7730.

Judy joined Sandia in 1976 as a member of the Chemistry of Organic Materials Division, where she studied new polymers, materials problems, and materials aging. In 1980, she transferred to the Advanced Development, Mechanical Systems Division and developed permissive action link (PAL) systems.

Judy was project manager for a program sponsored jointly by the three national weapon labs to study dispersal of plutonium in a weapon fire.

She was promoted to Supervisor of Weapon Training and Evaluation Division in 1984, which provides the operational interface between DOE and DoD for support of the nuclear weapon stockpile.

Judy enjoys water sports, reading, gardening, needlework, and underwater photography. She and her husband Keith (ret.) live in Peralta. She has two adult daughters and one grandson.

**American Statistical Association Honors Ron Iman**

Ron Iman of Manufacturing Systems Reliability Modeling Div. 6613 is one of five recipients of the 1991 Founders Award of the American Statistical Association (ASA), an annual award given by the ASA Board of Directors to recognize distinguished members.

The award — presented at the ASA annual meeting in Atlanta — cites Ron’s work improving the public image of the field of statistics by working with a variety of people, authoring several books and articles about statistics applications, and helping the Association with financial matters.

He has served on the ASA Board for seven years, has been ASA treasurer for four years, and was on the Executive Committee for six years. He has also chaired several ASA committees and is an ASA fellow. The international association has more than 15,000 members.

**Dan Brewer Recognized by AT&T Headquarters**

Dan Brewer (6341), formerly of Staff Recruiting and Employment Div. 3531, was honored recently by AT&T Corporate Headquarters for his outstanding contributions to AT&T programs responsible for attracting college graduates to AT&T.

The award was presented during an annual Campus Coordinators Conference in New Brunswick, N.J. Campus coordinators are assigned by AT&T to individual campuses to organize AT&T recruiting activities at each campus. Sandia is responsible for AT&T recruiting at 11 schools. Dan has been a recruiting coordinator at Oklahoma State University, UNM, and NMSU.

The award also recognizes Dan’s service as a Sandia liaison to AT&T’s recruiting program and his participation as an instructor and leader at 3-day training workshops for new campus recruiters. He now works at the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, where he helps integrate Sandia bin-scale test activities with DOE and Westinghouse.

Send potential Sandia News Brief items to LAB NEWS, Div. 3162.

**Supervisory Appointments**

**Barbara Meak**

Barbara Hoffman to Administrative Assistant to Vice President of ES&H and Facilities Management 7000.

Barbara joined Sandia's Purchasing Planning Division in 1983. She wrote purchasing instructions, did purchasing audits, and developed and implemented the Purchasing Excellence training program. In 1986, she became Supervisor of the Integrated Contractor Orders/Federal Agency Orders and Property on External Loan to Contractors Section. In 1988, she was on special assignment to the purchasing director, where her work included the contract manpower study and the "make vs. buy" study. She joined the Business Planning Division in 1990 as a business planning consultant and worked with various organizations and committees for Sandia and DOE to develop strategic and business plans.

Barbara has a BS in business education from Oklahoma State University and an MBA in management from Central State University in Oklahoma. Before joining Sandia, Barbara worked as a civilian resource manager for the US Air Force Postal System in Germany. She has been a United Way account executive for three years and was a United Way Loaned Executive in 1988. She is a graduate of Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce's Leadership Albuquerque program.

Barbara enjoys traveling and reading, and is involved in her children's sports activities. She and her husband Patrick (9334) have two children and live in the NE Heights.

JUDITH MEAD to Manager of Risk Management and Safety Engineering Div. 7730.

Judy joined Sandia in 1976 as a member of the Chemistry of Organic Materials Division, where she studied new polymers, materials problems, and materials aging. In 1980, she transferred to the Advanced Development, Mechanical Systems Division and developed permissive action link (PAL) systems.

Judy was project manager for a program sponsored jointly by the three national weapon labs to study dispersal of plutonium in a weapon fire.

She was promoted to Supervisor of Weapon Training and Evaluation Division in 1984, which provides the operational interface between DOE and DoD for support of the nuclear weapon stockpile.

Judy enjoys water sports, reading, gardening, needlework, and underwater photography. She and her husband Keith (ret.) live in Peralta. She has two adult daughters and one grandson.

**Recent Retirees**

Bob Evans 5126 40
John Kinney 2311 35
George Garcia 332 35
Felix Almaraz 153 39

**Earnings Factors July 1991**

Long-Term Savings Plan for Management Employees (LTSPME) Earnings Factors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AT&amp;T Shares</th>
<th>Government Obligations</th>
<th>Equity Portfolio</th>
<th>Guaranteed Interest Fund</th>
<th>South Africa Restricted Fund</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0422</td>
<td>1.0119</td>
<td>1.0474</td>
<td>1.0073</td>
<td>1.0533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Long-Term Savings and Security Plan (LTSSP)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AT&amp;T Shares</th>
<th>Guaranteed Interest Fund</th>
<th>South Africa Restricted Fund</th>
<th>Equity Portfolio</th>
<th>Employer Stock Fund</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0425</td>
<td>1.0073</td>
<td>1.0545</td>
<td>1.0483</td>
<td>1.0424</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Volunteer Opportunities for Sandians

Sandia's Volunteers In Action (VIA) program has received several requests for volunteers. Sandians or retirees who are interested in the following opportunities should contact Al Stotts, Community Relations Div. 3165, or 444-2282.

To help students maintain a minimum "C" average, develop a good study skills plan, and work with assigned mentors.

Highland High School's science club has scheduled an April 23-26, 1993 tour for 35 students at Biopark, 275 Perdido. San Tan, and the Sonoran Desert Museum in Arizona. The department would like to have students attend the science fair, talk to the biopark, and the animal and plant species of the Sonoran Desert. The cost will be approximately $300 per person.

SWAY, the Southwest Youth Active and Retired Sandians who work with the Southwest Regional Science Fair, will help the schools develop a complete internal science fair effort that includes judging, student mentoring, and logistical support.

Deadline: Friday noon before week of publication unless noted, by holiday, Mail to Div. 3162.

Ad Rules
1. Limit 20 words, including name and home phone.
2. Include organization and full name with each ad submission.
3. Submit each ad in writing. No phone calls.
4. Use 8½ x 11 inch paper.
5. Use separate sheet for each ad category.
6. Type or print ads legibly, use only single spaced text, 12-point type.
7. One ad per category per issue.
8. Not more than two imperial size "for sale" or "wanted" items.
9. No "For Rent" ads except for em•
9. No "For Rent" ads except for em•
10. No commercial ads.
11. Ads not to exceed 300 words, $300 for 5 student-eligible children for 2 hours.
12. Housing listed for sale is available for occupancy without regard to race, creed, or color, or national origin.

ADVERTISMENT INDEX
1. Classified ads, $300.00
2. Editorial, $250.00
3. Classified ads, $300.00
4. Editorial, $250.00
5. Classified ads, $300.00
6. Editorial, $250.00
7. Classified ads, $300.00
8. Editorial, $250.00

MISCELLANEOUS

OLD SHOPSMITH, Model 10ER, on wheels, 48" long, 32" wide, 35 1/2" tall, $450 OBO. Frenia, 299-2053.

O-4, Companion sink, dish drainer, television, fast-food•

NAVAGO RUG, grey pattern, including pillow, $125 or $40. Trenn, 265-3507.

DA-LITE PROJECTION SCREEN, 50" x 50" in original box. Wagner, 825-9232.

EMERSON DRCODECASE PLAYER, $100; General Electric hairdryer hot water roller, $5. Ottinger, 242-5544.


CABINET, 5-drawer, legal, whacking folders & frames, $125; sonoma-style (tube) table, $220. Sorensen, 298-2939.

LAWN MOWER, Snapper, self-pro•

SILVER WEIMARINER, 2 yr-old male, neutered, needs a home, (after 8 am, call 349-5444). Mayberry, 966-2851.

FILE CABINET, 5-drawer, legal, whacking folders & frames, $125; sonoma-style (tube) table, $220. Sorensen, 298-2939.

SILVER WEIMARINER, 2 yr-old male, neutered, needs a home, (after 8 am, call 349-5444). Mayberry, 966-2851.

SILVER WEIMARINER, 2 yr-old male, neutered, needs a home, (after 8 am, call 349-5444). Mayberry, 966-2851.

FILE CABINET, 5-drawer, legal, whacking folders & frames, $125; sonoma-style (tube) table, $220. Sorensen, 298-2939.

SILVER WEIMARINER, 2 yr-old male, neutered, needs a home, (after 8 am, call 349-5444). Mayberry, 966-2851.

SILVER WEIMARINER, 2 yr-old male, neutered, needs a home, (after 8 am, call 349-5444). Mayberry, 966-2851.
Coronado Club Activities

November's Great, From First (Tonight) to Last

START THE MONTH RIGHT with dinner at the Club. Tonight, Nov. 1, it's the Bourguet Brothers playing from 7 to 11, with first-rate music for dancing or just listening. The menu is prime, too — starting with the roast prime rib of beef. Other great choices are grilled halibut, steak, prime rib, cajun style catfish, and chicken teriyaki. Dinner is from 6 to 9, and reservations are recommended. By the way — next Friday night (Nov. 8), those Club favorites, the Isleta Poor Boys, will be featured.

THE PEOPLE HAVE SPOKEN in the Club elections, and the new C-Club Board of Directors has gone to work. Officers elected by the Board are President, John McAllife (3562); vice president, Jackie Kerby (9240); secretary, Frank Villareal (112); and treasurer, Paul Graham (142). Other board members recently elected: Harold Barnett (ret.), Anna Bachicha-Reynolds (DOE), Janice Bauer (154), Willy Morse (5267), and Archie Stannish (3714). Thanks for their faithful service to outgoing officers Ruben Muniz (2000), Carolyn Lange (123), Charlie Kaspar (ret.), and former President Mike Quinlan (7852).

GREAT DEAL for new members — The Club is going all out to make you welcome. If you join between Nov. 4 and Nov. 8, or if you're a current member and bring in a friend who joins, you could win a trip for two to Las Vegas, Nev. The trip and other prizes will be given at a drawing Nov. 8, at 6 p.m. New members who sign up during the membership drive can choose between two months' free Club membership or having their Coronado Ski Club dues paid. Current members who are present at a friend's signup get a $10 discount at a Friday night dinner. To help you get acquainted with the Club, representatives of special-interest groups will be available Friday, Nov. 8, from 4 to 6 p.m. to answer questions — that's the Ski Club, the Aquatic Club, Junior Bowling, Junior Tennis, Thunderbirds, and Pool & Patio.

SPEAKING OF DEALS, there's always a good one when the T-Bird card players get together. You'll find them at the Club every other Thursday (except for holidays). These days, it's usually bridge, says that master card shark Jim McCutcheon — but the folks there have many talents and can play many card games. The fun starts at 10 a.m. and continues until about 3 p.m. (with a break for lunch, naturally — they're dedicated, but not fanatic). Coffee and cookies are available, and newcomers are always welcome. The next four sessions are Nov. 14, Nov. 21 (early because of Thanksgiving), Dec. 5, and Dec. 19.

Events Calendar

Events Calendar items are gathered from various sources. Readers should confirm times and dates of interest when purchasing tickets.

Nov. 1-2 — "Vengeance on Burro Alley (the Murder of Jose Antonio Gregio and the Lynching of James Dunnigan)," an historical account of an actual hanging on Santa Fe's Burro Alley in July 1880, presented by UNM Continuing Education Series for the Arts; 8 p.m., UNM Continuing Education Center Theatre (Indian School & University NE), 277-4624.

Nov. 1-9 — "Cabaret," musical, long-running Broadway hit, exposes the scintillating underbelly of the world before World War II; 8 p.m. Thurs.-Sat., 2 p.m. Sun., Albuquerque Little Theatre, 242-4750.

Nov. 1-10 — "Brilliant Traces," by Cindy Lou Johnson, New Mexico Repertory Theatre presentation of a wacky romantic comedy about a young bride who leaves the altar, drives to Alaska, and is caught in a blinding snowstorm where she finds shelter in the house of a stranger who is also running away from life; 8 p.m. Tues.-Sat., 2 p.m. Sat. & Sun.; KiMo Theatre, 243-4500.

Nov. 1-17 — "Waiting for Godot," tragi-comedy by Samuel Beckett about two tramps waiting on a country road for the man they think will save them, presented in celebration of the Vortex Theatre’s 15th anniversary; 8 p.m. Fri.-Sat., 6 p.m. Sun.; Vortex Theatre, 247-8600.

Nov. 1-22 — Exhibit, "El Camino Real: Un Sendero Historico," colorful and informative 36-panel display that takes viewers on a fascinating journey for a re-introduction by the Spanish to its modern-day place in the natural world; 9 a.m.-5 p.m., New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science, 841-8837.

Nov. 1-23 — 42nd Annual Hollybly Fair Christmas Bazaar, sponsored by Kiirtland Officers Wives Club; 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Kiirtland Officers Club (enter at Wyoming Gate), 255-1754.

Nov. 2-3 — "Modern Dance," presented by the Bella Lewinsky Dance Company; 8:15 p.m., Popejoy Hall, 277-3121.

Nov. 2-3 — Collector’s Showcase, Albuquerque dolls, miniature toy show, and sale; 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.; Mark’s on the Mesa Episcopal Church (431 Richmond PI. NE), 262-2484.

Nov. 2-3-10 — "Sendero Historico," colorful and informative 36-panel display that takes viewers on a fascinating journey for a re-introduction by the Spanish to its modern-day place in the natural world; 9 a.m.-5 p.m., New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science, 841-8837.

Nov. 1-10 — "Brilliant Traces," by Cindy Lou Johnson, New Mexico Repertory Theatre presentation of a wacky romantic comedy about a young bride who leaves the altar, drives to Alaska, and is caught in a blinding snowstorm where she finds shelter in the house of a stranger who is also running away from life; 8 p.m. Tues.-Sat., 2 p.m. Sat. & Sun.; KiMo Theatre, 243-4500.

Nov. 1-17 — "Waiting for Godot," tragi-comedy by Samuel Beckett about two tramps waiting on a country road for the man they think will save them, presented in celebration of the Vortex Theatre’s 15th anniversary; 8 p.m. Fri.-Sat., 6 p.m. Sun.; Vortex Theatre, 247-8600.

Nov. 1-22 — Exhibit, "El Camino Real: Un Sendero Historico," colorful and informative 36-panel display that takes viewers on a fascinating journey for a re-introduction by the Spanish to its modern-day place in the natural world; 9 a.m.-5 p.m., New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science, 841-8837.

Nov. 1-23 — 42nd Annual Hollybly Fair Christmas Bazaar, sponsored by Kiirtland Officers Wives Club; 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Kiirtland Officers Club (enter at Wyoming Gate), 255-1754.

Nov. 2-3 — "Modern Dance," presented by the Bella Lewinsky Dance Company; 8:15 p.m., Popejoy Hall, 277-3121.

Nov. 2-3 — Collector’s Showcase, Albuquerque dolls, miniature toy show, and sale; 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.; Mark’s on the Mesa Episcopal Church (431 Richmond PI. NE), 262-2484.

Nov. 2-3-10 — "Sendero Historico," colorful and informative 36-panel display that takes viewers on a fascinating journey for a re-introduction by the Spanish to its modern-day place in the natural world; 9 a.m.-5 p.m., New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science, 841-8837.

Nov. 1-10 — "Brilliant Traces," by Cindy Lou Johnson, New Mexico Repertory Theatre presentation of a wacky romantic comedy about a young bride who leaves the altar, drives to Alaska, and is caught in a blinding snowstorm where she finds shelter in the house of a stranger who is also running away from life; 8 p.m. Tues.-Sat., 2 p.m. Sat. & Sun.; KiMo Theatre, 243-4500.

Nov. 1-17 — "Waiting for Godot," tragi-comedy by Samuel Beckett about two tramps waiting on a country road for the man they think will save them, presented in celebration of the Vortex Theatre’s 15th anniversary; 8 p.m. Fri.-Sat., 6 p.m. Sun.; Vortex Theatre, 247-8600.